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Effect of gamma radiation on survival rate of Allamanda cathartica –
An indigenous medicinal plant
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ABSTRACT

Changes in the genetic structure of the plant can produce physiologically and chemically efficient plant types with
increased production of secondary metabolites. Mutation is a sudden change in the gene which leads to genetic
variations. Gamma radiation is a mutagenic agent used extensively to create variations. An experiment was conducted
at the University of Colombo Institute for Agro Technology and Rural Sciences, Weligatta with the objective of
determining the effective dose of gamma radiation to induce mutations on A. cathartica. Rooted plants were exposed
to gamma radiation using “Gamma chamber 1200 Cobalt-60” research irradiator and these treatments were carried out
at Horticultural Crop Research and Developmental Institute, Gannoruwa. Treatments applied were 0Gy (control),
30Gy, 60Gy, 90Gy, 120Gy and 150Gy. Treated plants were arranged under shade house condition in Complete
Randomized Design with three replications and each replication contained eight plants. Survival rate of the plants
were recorded continuously up to four weeks at five days intervals. The mutagenic treatments were tested for lethal
dose of 50% and the dose at which 50% of the survival at one month was considered as LD50 values. Data were
analyzed using ANOVA in SAS software and treatment means were compared using DMRT. It was found that there
were significant (p>0.05) difference among the gamma radiation treatments on survival rate of the Allamanda
cathartica plants.  Highest survival rate was found in control treatment and decreased the survival rate with
increasing doses of radiations. A. cathartica plants showed 50% survival at 90 Gy. It could be concluded that the
radiation below 90 Gy should be imposed to induce mutations in Allamanda cathartica.
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INTRODUCTION

Allamanda is a genus of flowering plants in the
family, Apocynaceae is widely distributed and an
indigenous plant in Sri Lanka. Allamanda species
are familiar as ornamental plants cultivated for their
large, yellow and pink colorful flowers and make
attractive to the environmental beautification (De
Souza-Silva and Rapini, 2009) and it is easily
propagated using semi-hardwood cuttings
(Hartmann et al., 2010). It has already been
reported that many ornamental plants have higher
therapeutic and medicinal values (Rajvanshi and
Dwivedi, 2017). Allamanda cathartica commonly
called as Rukkathana, has various medicinal and
ornamental values. This plant is used in ayurvedic
and unani system for the treatment of various
illnesses due to its bioactive secondary metabolites.
For medicinal purpose, the milky sap of Allamanda
possesses antibacterial and possible anticancer

properties. Besides, the leave, roots and flowers
have been used in the preparation of a powerful
cathartic that helps in bowel movement. It also has
the possibility as anti-dermatophytic agent and has
effects on gastrointestinal motility (Kampanilya,
2013). The use of induced mutations has played a
key role in the improvement of superior plant
varieties (Ahloowalia and Maluszynski, 2001;
Maluszynski et al., 2004; Jain, 2005). Gamma rays
are known to influence plant growth and
development by inducing cytological, genetical,
biochemical, physiological and morphogenetic
changes in cells and tissues (Jan et al., 2010).
Hence, considering this, an experiment was
conducted with the objective of increasing genetic
variation in Allamanda cathartica plants and to
assess the efficiency of different mutagenic
treatments, since basic information on this aspects
are limited. The first step was to estimate the LD50
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value of gamma radiation dose for survival of the
Allamanda cathartica. LD 50 value provides a
good test of the sensitivity of the material to the
mutagenic treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This experiment was conducted at the
University of Colombo Institute for Agro-technology
and Rural Sciences, Weligatta, Hambantota, Sri
Lanka. Semi hardwood stem cuttings of Allamanda
cathartica were collected from the mother plant
with two years of age in Weligatta area and used
for this study. Stem cuttings were dipped in water
contained bucket soon after detaching from the
plant to avoid wilting. Cuttings containing three nodes

were used for the planting. A slant cut was made
at the distal end of the cutting using a sharp blade
and the cut surface was dipped in a root hormone
“ROOCTA” (a.i.: Indole 3 – Butyric Acid,
Distributed by Oasis Marketing (Pvt) Ltd).

Black polyethylene pots with diameter of 2
inches and with height of 2 inches were filled with
the media contained sand and coir dust in equal
parts of volume. Cuttings were planted in prepared
pots and maintained inside a propagator for one
month of time. Rooted and sprouted plants were
hardened for one week of time under the shade
condition by gradually exposing the rooted plants to
the sun.

Figure 1 : Semi
hardwood stem cutting
used for propagation

Figure 2 : Hardened plants for the gamma radiation

Healthy plants were selected and exposed to
gamma radiation treatments using Gamma chamber
1200 Cobalt-60 research irradiator and these
treatments were carried out at the Horticultural Crop
Research and Developmental Institute, Gannoruwa,
Sri Lanka. The treatments were 0 Gy (control), 30
Gy, 60 Gy, 90 Gy, 120 Gy and 150 Gy. Treated plants
were arranged in Complete Randomized Design in
a shade house with three replications and each
replication contained eight plants. Those plants were
maintained under a shade house condition with
optimum management practices such as regular
watering, application of fertilizers and pesticides.

Survival rate of the plant was recorded
continuously for one month at five days intervals.
The mutagenic treatments were tested for lethal
dose of 50% and the dose at which 50% of the
survival at one month after gamma radiation
treatment was considered as LD50 values.
Collected data were analyzed using ANOVA in SAS

software and treatment means were compared
using DMRT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was found that there was significant (p<0.05)
differences between the gamma radiation
treatments on survival rate of Allamanda
cathartica plants (Table 1).

The highest survival rate was observed in the
control where the treatment received no any gamma
radiation doses. Increasing of gamma radiation
reduced the survival rate of plants. Lowest survival
rate was observed in the treatment received 150
Gy. In the first few days of the treatments plants
died very slowly exhibiting a fairly good survival
rate. However, with time the survival rate was
decreased drastically. This could be due to the
damage in plant tissue and breakdown of
meristematic cells with time (Tien et al., 2000;
Kovacs and Keresztes, 2002).
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Figure 3 : Dying plants after the gamma radiation treatment

Table 1 : Effects of gamma radiation on survival rate (%) of Allamanda cathartica

Treatments 5th day 10th day 15th day 20th day 25th day 30th day

T1 (0 Gy) 96a 96a 96a 96a 96a 96a

T2 (30 Gy) 92ab 88ab 79b 79a 79b 79b

T3 (60 Gy) 88ab 79b 71b 59b 59c 59c

T4 (90 Gy) 84bc 75b 67b 54bc 54c 50c

T5 (120 Gy) 75cd 54c 46c 42bc 29d 25d

T6 (150 Gy) 71d 59c 42c 38c 0e 0e

Pr> f 0.0012 0.0002 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Means followed by the same superscripts are not significantly different at p>0.05

Figure 4 :Effect of gamma radiation on survival rate of Allamanda cathartica at 30th

day after treatment
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LD50 value was calculated on the basis of 50
percent reduction of survival rate on 30thday after
gamma radiation treatment. The present
investigation exhibited that the survival rate of
Allamanda cathartica decreased with the increase
in the dose of the mutagens (Figure 4). About 50%
of survival rate at 30th day after treatment was
observed in the treatment where 90 Gy of gamma
radiation dose was received. These reduction on
survival rate of the plant was similar to those of in
Canscoradecurrens, which is a medicinal plant
used in the formulations used to improve
intelligence, memory and other higher mental
function when different doses of gamma radiations
were imposed (Yadav,2016).

Low dose (10-15 Gy) of gamma ray was most
positively effective on subsequent growth of plant
(Shakhs et al., 2007; Smelkova, 1999) and the
radiation is a potential hazard because it can
damage DNA and impair physiological processes
leading to cytotoxic effects. (Taguchi and Kojima,
2005; Yadav and Kogje, 2015). As indicated by El-
Khateebet al. (2016) when Philodendron
scandens (a plant having ornamental value) were
exposed to different doses of gamma radiation
decreased the survival rate, which gradually
decreased as the gamma dosage increased. The
effect of gamma rays on plant survival was gradual
depending on the exposure dose, irrespective of
the irradiation method (Sawangmee et al., 2011).
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